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Abstract: Studying satisfaction is one of the main goals in education business no matter in traditional learning environment or in the digital environment. The Social networking service, called SNS, offers a simple way to build social networks among a set of people who share interests, activities, backgrounds or life discussions. Until now, many well-popular SNS tool are easy to use for people no matter the one familiarizes with computer using or not. For example, Facebook (FB) is a common SNS application and owns enormous active users who daily login the platform long time. This program is instuitive, convenient, user-friendly, excellent and easy to get into the swing of it. Motivated from this phenomenon, in this paper, we have developed a FB-based module and embed it into an e-learning platform which is a system facilitates whole learners and instructors performing learning activities from each other without the restriction of time and place. To show the contribution, an experiment including organizing participants, data collection, and data analysis is performed to highlight that the studying satisfaction in the experiment group is better than in the control group.
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1. Introduction

To improve studying satisfaction, the achievement of well-interaction among whole participants is not a choice, but a necessity. Until now, many researches conclude that the wisdom exists not only at the individual level, but also is acquired through well interactions among participants ([1]-[5]). Moreover, how the interactions can be significantly increased is also an important consideration, whether being considered in the traditional learning environments or in the digital learning platforms ([6]-[8]).

In article [9], the authors present that e-learning is a complex process when participating and maintaining relations for each other. Since the activities of e-learning are carried out on the go, without face-to-face discussions [10], the participant’s interaction is very limited in the kinds of platform. The interaction is undoubtedly crucial for the learning objective and learning satisfaction. It is necessary to successfully guide the participants to achieve the appropriate interaction to ensure the learning objective, thus accomplishing the learning satisfaction.

Generally speaking, several parties including learner, instructor, and content, are involved in an e-learning system ([11], [12]). While the interactions among these parties are well-defined and kept, the learning objective can be thus arrived at. However, the possible interactions are complicated and are difficult to be
distinguished since the scope is comprehensive. The learning satisfaction depends on the provision that the interaction among participants is formatted. For instance, the interaction between two learners should be publicly performed following a formal method to prevent any meaningless chatting. A practical solution, which models the interaction processes, is reasonably useful to overcome the issue. That is the basis to share the advantages provided by the interaction among participants and the online learning system. To construct the solution, a design which developed the interactions process with a systemic construction is preferred. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, the previous approaches ([13], [14]) concerning the aspect of interaction and learner participation lack the presence.

The user interfaces of discussion and interact on which provided in a traditional e-learning system is usually not friendly designed. When a learner joining the platform for studying some course, the first work he has to do is to know how to discuss with other participants. It is not a simple task since the function is not the same for every different platform. In other words, if the interface given nears to some function that the mot learners have already knew how to use it; the promotion of interaction may be easier.

The social networking service which is called SNS becomes more and more popular and provides a simple way to build social networks among people who wish share interests, activities, backgrounds or life discussions. Nowadays, many well-established SNS tool are developed, such as Facebook (FB), which are easy to use for people in all ages no matter the one familiarizes with using computer or not. Facebook has become one of the most popular social networking sites and owns enormous active users the entire world (864 million daily active users on average for September ([15]), and those users daily login the platform long time. The application is very helpful to maintain the relationships with others when the users are not active online and becomes a genuine guideline of communication since most students from high school to university use it to keep in touch with their friends almost every day.

In this paper, we develop a FB-based interaction module and embed it in an e-learning platform for interaction improvement. The major idea is motived from the phenomenon that the Facebook software is very inuitive, convenient, excellent, user-friendly and easy to get into the swing of it. Then, in order to show the contribution of our methodology, an experiment is designed and assessed to compare the users’ studying satisfaction between the experiment group and the control group. In this experiment, we arrange 122 students between sixteen and nineteen years of age from a Taiwanese private College of Technology with the experimental course, Information Literacy. The major goal of this experiment is to make sure that the studying satisfaction in the experiment group using the FB module is better than the control group using a traditional e-learning interaction module.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes related works to facilitate the understanding of the article. In Section 3, the method with FB-based interaction module is presented and a experiment is developed so that the learners can discuss the teaching content more friendly and easily. Then, the experiment and discussion are opened to demonstrate the main contribution of the proposed method in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Related Works

2.1. Participants’ Interaction Concerns in e-Learning Platform

Hrastinski's online learner participation theory is proposed [9] derived from the structuralism and social learning theory in educational philosophy. In the structuralism, learning should not be solely a one-way conferral. Instead, it should be pieced together by the learner group because knowledge exists not only in an individual but also in a whole group. Social learning theory presents that learning is part of human activity in society, where the person's knowledge is derived from interaction with other people ([16]). Due to the corresponding perspectives in online learner participation theory, studies focused on learner participants are essential. Unlike conventional concerns, online learner participation theory [9] states that learning is a
complex process of interaction and maintenance with others. The teaching process should include a series of engaging motions supporting learner’s strengths physically and psychologically. That is, team brainstorming via the discussions with each other in a group is an effective way to obtain knowledge ([3], [4]). Hence, the usage through online learners' interaction helps improve the studying satisfaction in e-learning environments.

Until now, many business e-learning platforms are developed. Those systems offer good communication tools between instructors and learners, such as the discussion board, E-whiteboard, e-mail, instant messages (IM) software and so on. Even though those mechanisms could provide some benefits, those still have the disadvantages regarding insufficient ability to simultaneously present different file formats ([2]), unfamiliarity of operations, and platforms that are not good designed for the purpose of interaction in e-learning process. Therefore, an adapted tool facilitates the interaction of whole participates without tough operation is desired.

2.2. Facebook

Prior using Facebook, the online registration and creating a profile by using a valid e-mail address are both necessary. The elements of a Facebook profile may be classified into four types: control elements, referents elements, preference elements, and contact elements ([17]). Control elements contain the gender of the user, length of membership in Facebook, and institutional status. Referents elements are related to basic viewpoint of reference among users such as hometown, high school, residence, and concentration. Personal interest and self-descriptive information are expressed in preference elements. Contact elements are with the following: offline mailing address, e-mail address, instant messenger screen name, relationship status, and birthday.

Facebook users can communicate with one another by several ways. He/She can send messages privately to someone else. This is similar to emailing ([18]), except that messages may only be sent to one recipient at a time ([19]). Besides, users can also operating the Wall, which is a space on the profile, somewhat like a notice board or a public forum where users can release messages by interchanging all kinds of multimedia ([20], [21]). Furthermore, by using the chat function, Facebook users can communicate with each other immediately. Instant messaging is a text-based communication tool that permits interaction between two individuals ([22]). There is also the News Feed function which shows some topic the user’s friends may interested.

3. The Methodology

There are several e-learning platforms implemented for learning and teaching purposes in many universities, high schools, research institutes, and so on. In most platforms, the participants’ discussion area always is provided to facilitate processing users’ interaction function regarding of any course-related problems. However, the components of discussion area in each platform are not the same since they may be developed by different software teams. The learner has to know how the flow and operation is in the discussion area before using the function. Without proper knowledge of the operations, it is difficult to obtain good interaction with other participants. In Fig. 1, an implemented example of popular discussion-interaction function in a traditional e-learning system is shown.

To enhance learning satisfaction, the interaction function used in Facebook is tied in with the e-learning platform. Gained from the benefits of Facebook, the new method provides a good and institute way to discuss course content with other participants without knowing its operations. In Fig. 2, the new discussion-interaction function derived from Facebook for learners’ interaction is shown. The interaction function shown in Fig. 3 demos that the learners are capable of raising problems in terms of teaching course and not only the instructors but also the other learners can be requestors with their experiences. Furthermore, the bulletin function is also provided in the Facebook module as shown in Fig. 4, and all participants can easily
announce message to others with access control considerations. In a word, the Facebook-base module facilitates establishing of an intuitive-mutual e-learning platform for whole participants.

In order to validate the contribution of the FB-based methodology presented in paper, an experiment which measures the studying satisfaction based on the platform with the FB-based interaction module is developed. It includes several major parts which are described as follows:

3.1. Participants

122 students between sixteen and nineteen years of age are recruited from a Taiwanese private College of Technology with the experimental course, Information Literacy. These students are randomly divided into two group (Group A and B), which is useful for eliminating the differences of learner motivation and
background. The students in Group A make use of the proposed FB-based module for interaction between each other. Then, Team B is allocated to using a common learning platform with an existing tool. The Fig. 3 is an example of the Group A (FB-based module) user’s questions regarding of learning processing as well as the teacher’s corresponding answer. It offers an easy and directed way for interaction.

For precise results, the learning programs designed in the experiment eliminate the possible condition, besides the interaction tool. Both groups A and B execute comment feedback partially, and the complete feedback can be received in the final team reporting. The occasion of feedback response is set throughout weeks 2 to 6.

Fig. 3. The discussion-interaction functions in a FB-based module.

3.2. Data Collection

This research applies questionnaire survey in order to investigate the comments of users who utilized the two different interaction functions. During teaching process, the two groups receive identical course and content except using the different interaction functions, which makes sure the consistency of their background. There are eleven dimensions involved in the questionnaire based on the possible clue referred from lecture survey. According the pretest result from 41 testers, the reliability is acceptable (Cronbach’s alpha value is 0.91) and the construct validity is 0.79, thus guaranteeing the reliability and validity of the questionnaire survey.

From the statistical findings of the survey, we visited some of the participants and a simple interview. Structured interview question contains two main questions. “Overall, I think this course using interactive learning experiences in the past and did not use the Internet compared whether it is more suitable for the teaching of communication and please explain why?”, “The whole words, I think the way this course is interactive use of underclassmen who can recommend to use? Please explain why”. Using this kind of open discussion of questions and answers, it is easier to guide the personal experience of respondents.

The way of structured interviews facilitates the questionnaires of collecting and reinforcing missing information. Thus, this study collects data for both qualitative manner and quantitative research methods.

3.3. Data Analysis
This experiment applies several means of analysis in order to examine the collected data. The descriptive analysis method and the inferential statistics technique are mean and standard deviation and independent-samples t-test, respectively. These methods are implemented following the basic assumptions. In inferential tests, the experiment uses an alpha level (significance level) of 0.05. In the analysis of data descriptive statistics (number, percentage, arithmetic medium and standard deviation); with the aim of determining difference between dependent and independent variables; and t-test for independent groups.

4. Results and Discussions

The results of experiment are summarized in Table 1. There are four dimensions including “It is helpful for me to highlight learning inexpression”, “It is helpful to know other partners soon”, “It is helpful to narrow me and other partners”, and “It is convenient to discuss course with partners”, revealed significant differences between these two groups. Based on the 95% confidence interval, Groups A and B are with significant differences. On the other hand, compared with the leaners in Group B, the learners in the Group A (who used FB-based interaction module) appear higher studying satisfaction. Therefore, it is clear that the influence of interaction operations between participants is very crucial and is a point to evaluate studying effectiveness during the use of an e-learning platform.

Two concerns derived from the results are discussed as follows. First, although SD of Group B in 2-4 and 2-9 reveals higher scale than Group A which equipped with FB-based interaction mechanism, it is still not reach significant level. The possible reason can be suspected as that the learners take FB module as a specific platform of interacting with the learning partners rather than interacting with the instructors based on a brief discussion with some members of Group A. Second, the mean of 2-6 and 2-7 only reaches 3.97 and are obviously lower compared to other dimensions. The deeper analysis to express this situation of the awareness of knowing and narrowing among peers should be a new research topic and is out of the scope of this paper. Some survey and the corresponding experiment can be further processed to precisely explore why the mean of 2-6 and 2-7 is not good enough.
Table 1. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-1. It is helpful for me to thoroughly realize course content</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2. It is helpful for me to highlight learning inexpression</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>2.254*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3. It enlightens my thinking of problems</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>1.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4. It is convenient to discuss course with instructor</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5. It is easy to communication with instructor</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-6. It is helpful to know other partners soon</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>2.860*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>1.112</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-7. It is helpful to narrow me and other partners</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>3.312*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>1.204</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-8. It is convenient to discuss course with partners</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>2.524*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-9. It makes chances of whole partners’ speech</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10. It lets me know the opinions of other partners</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-11. It lets me more interested to this course</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>1.743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05; **p<.01

The brief discussion with five learners in Group A is summarized in the following:

Learner 1:

The open discussion of learning question from each other is a good idea to enhance knowledge and get close to partners. In the traditional classroom teaching and learning, most students usually deny to say something publicly because of the shy. By using network, the restriction of shy can be reduced and the talking with each other can be much more easy and fast. Thus, all participants including teachers and students are able to easily hold the opinions and thinking of whole members.

Learner 2:

The e-learning platform with FB-module is good in terms of convenient and availability. There is no affect of place and time. That is, we are able to learn no matter in any time or in any where. I am very like to propose my ideas and questions on the network interface. It also helps me to get some one else’s responses soon via this platform and this advantage is excellent to solve my concerns and makes the learning results better.

Learner 3:

This is a cheerful studying method which improves our learning effectiveness. I recommend this kind of method to further learners since taking use of the Facebook software attracts most students and results in the attention significantly during the teaching processing. Undoubtedly, Facebook is feasible and is interesting to us.

Learner 4:

To understand the knowledge course and learn deeply, the tightly combination of e-learning and Facebook is an excellent idea. The well-established network and computer hardware and software let us avoid the restriction of long distance and sound. In such a way, I can easily learn and answer the course problems which are claimed by the instructor. On the other hand, this platform also provides a simple way to get more different opinions for other learners on the platform. Another obvious benefit is that the whole discussion contents of every course are completely recorded and the contents can be easily and quickly searched by using the mature Facebook module platform even if the time goes by.

Learner 5:

In the traditional classroom environment, the students may lose some important contents during processing
teaching because the physical distance causes harder viewing and listening. The e-learning environment helps us to clearly see whole content the teachers have shown and can get the participants’ response very soon if I have any confuses. The interaction improvement is done by the better Facebook e-learning system rather than the traditional method.

According to the discussion with five learners in Group A, most answerers approve that the Facebook-base module is a suitable learning-teaching tool and is excellent for interaction purpose during teaching processing compared to previous network learning experiences. Moreover, they also recommend the Facebook module e-learning platform as a part of e-learning platform in the future.

5. Conclusion

With increasing development of computer and internet technology, e-learning is not only viable but also a tendency in educational business. The interaction among whole participants is one of the crucial factors to achieve studying satisfaction. To simplify the interaction, we have built an FB-based interaction e-learning module through the use of the Facebook application, which is very popular for most people. The major contribution is to evaluate the studying satisfaction between the groups with traditional interaction function and FB-based module, respectively. The experiment, which has eliminated the possible factors of correctness influence, is involved for assessment of the work. According to the result, it is concluded that a simple way is help to achieve appropriate interaction among participants, thus levering the studying satisfaction up.
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